What’s New in 2011

**Trijicon Adjustable LED RMR™**
The latest addition to the Trijicon RMR line-up introduces a new level of refinement to the toughest red dot sight on the market. With eight brightness settings, including a Super Bright, shooters can dial in their aiming point to suit their conditions and preference.

**Trijicon HD™ Night Sights**
These new three-dot tritium heavy-duty night sights were specifically created for tactical shooters. With their yellow or orange photoluminescent paint outline, tall blade and wider U-shaped notch, the high-definition sight design increases visibility for quicker sight acquisition—even in transitional lighting.

**Trijicon TrijiDot™**
Trijicon is proud to offer this simple but effective bead sight specifically designed for shotguns. Utilizing Trijicon’s fiber optic technology, it collects ambient light to provide a brilliant aiming point in a wide range of lighting conditions.

**Trijicon AccuPin™ Bow Sight and AccuDial™ Mount**
The Trijicon AccuPin brings brilliant aiming solutions to the bow. Featuring a triangular aiming tip and clear aiming pin it is the fastest and most accurate bow sight in the field.
Trijicon® – A Brilliant Choice

Trijicon has led the industry in the development of superior any-light aiming systems since the company’s founding in 1981. Incorporating more than two decades of innovation, Trijicon’s self-illuminating riflescopes and sights are the most advanced aiming systems available today.

**TRIJICON’S VISION**
Guided by our values, we endeavor to have our products used wherever precision aiming solutions are required to protect individual freedom.

**TRIJICON’S MISSION**
Guided by our values, we will continue to be a leader in the design and manufacture of high quality, innovative sighting systems for use by law enforcement, military and individual customers.

Trijicon founder Glyn Bindon’s interest in self-illuminated sights became the inspiration for using tritium (a hydrogen isotope) to provide scope luminescence. He also devised a way to bring both-eyes-open shooting and magnified optics together for the first time in a discovery called the Bindon Aiming Concept™ (BAC).

In selecting Trijicon’s Brilliant Aiming Solutions™, you will not only join the most discriminating hunters, law enforcement officers and military professionals, but also the world’s leading gun manufacturers.

To learn more about Trijicon sights and scopes and their specifications, call 1-800-338-0563 or visit www.trijicon.com.
Brilliant Aiming Solutions™

For those who are seeking their once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to take home a trophy; or a combat optic that has earned the reputation of being the most sophisticated and dependable on the battlefield; or an aiming system that stands out for accuracy and performance for those who protect and serve—choose Trijicon.

**HUNTING**

Hunters know that the best hunting is often done at sunrise or sunset when light is scarce and game is active. That’s when the brilliance of self-illuminated Trijicon optics comes through for you. Trijicon aiming systems empower you to take low-light shots with confidence. That’s because our revolutionary self-luminous reticle is clearly visible against the game—even at dawn or dusk.

**MILITARY**

Clearing a dark basement, securing a sunlit alley, or engaging an enemy at 600 meters ... on patrol, you can never be certain of your situation, so you better be sure your combat optic is a Trijicon. With dual-illuminated reticles, Trijicon aiming systems transition to all environments – from close quarters to long range – instantaneously. Battery failure is never a worry.

**LAW ENFORCEMENT**

From fast-action, close-encounter felony arrests to stand-offs with barricaded suspects and more, tritium-illuminated Trijicon optics are field proven in all aspects of law enforcement. Whether on your side arms, long guns or patrol carbines, Trijicon aiming systems deliver reliability you can count on. Your advantage is a trusted optic with rugged, patrol-tested durability under any circumstances.
Easy-Focus Eyepiece
Ensures unsurpassed edge-to-edge optical clarity.

Trijicon Fiber Optics
Automatically adjusts the brightness level and contrast of the Trijicon Aiming Point reticle to available light conditions.

Solid Black Matte Finish
Eliminates glare and light reflection.

Longer Eye-Relief
Provides unparalleled eye-relief and protects against high-impact recoil from larger caliber rifles.

Manual Brightness Override
Easily adjust the Trijicon Aiming Point brightness to your personal preference.

Dry Nitrogen Filled
Prevents corrosion and eliminates fogging.

Trijicon Tritium Phosphor Lamp
Aiming reticle glows in low-light conditions for quick target acquisition—with no batteries to fail.

Limited Lifetime Warranty

Assembled in the USA

Scope Body is Crafted from Aircraft Quality, Hard-Anodized Aluminum
All-weather rugged construction protects against the toughest elements.

Multi-Layer Coated Lenses
Superior clarity and light gathering capabilities with zero distortion.

Select from Five Different Models:
- 1-4x24
- 1.25-4x24
- 3-9x40
- 2.5-10x56
- 5-20x50
Trijicon AccuPoint® Series

With its advanced fiber optics and numerous intelligent features, the Trijicon AccuPoint offers the ultimate in precision aiming for all light conditions and even the harshest environments.

- The Trijicon AccuPoint series combine advanced, self-luminous aiming technologies and superb clarity with precision craftsmanship to create one of the world’s premier riflescopes.

- Aiming is believing: Once you place its dual-illuminated reticle on your target, you will never go back to a sight with standard black crosshairs.

- The Trijicon AccuPoint is available with the original triangle reticle, as well as a selection of precision crosshairs. Each design supports the Bindon Aiming Concept™ (BAC) and allow you to keep both eyes open while tracking, taking aim, and shooting.

- All models in the Trijicon AccuPoint Series operate battery-free—eliminating the potential for failure during critical moments in the field.
**BowSync™ Technology**

Infinite variable transmission enables exact range adjustment and synchronization for any bow/arrow combination.

**Triangular Aiming Point and Clear Pin**

Precision aiming point with unobstructed view of target.

**High Impact Shade Shield**

High visibility aiming circle for optimal aiming point acquisition and protection.

**Tritium-Phosphor Lamp & Fiber Optics**

Provide illumination for any light condition without batteries.

**Field Replaceable Pin**

Finger tighten design makes replacement quick and easy.

**Fully Housed Sight Level**

Helps line up perfect shots.

**Anodized Aircraft-Grade 6061-T6 Aluminum**

Made in the USA and so tough it’s guaranteed for life.

**AccuDial™**

Large, laser etched dial precisely locks in yardage without the tape.

**Model BW50G-BL**

Trijicon AccuPin™ and AccuDial™ Mount

---

**Available in the Following Finishes:**

- Matte Black
- Lost Camo™
- Realtree AP™

---

**Limited Lifetime Warranty**

Made in the USA
Trijicon AccuPin™ Bow Sight

Created by the world leaders in illuminated riflescopes, Trijicon now brings their brilliant aiming solutions to the archer. The Trijicon AccuPin™— a breakthrough in bow sight technology, design and engineering.

• The heart of Trijicon AccuPin’s innovative design lies in its triangular aiming tip and clear aiming pin. With zero obstructions, this one-of-a-kind configuration creates an aiming point that actually points to your target instead of obscuring it and gives archers the most precise bow sight available.

• The AccuPin utilizes Trijicon’s acclaimed dual-illumination system. This combination of fiber optics and tritium makes the AccuPin the brightest pin sight on the market and lets you acquire targets with complete confidence and without batteries.

• The Trijicon AccuDial™ mount—equipped with BowSync™ technology—features an infinitely variable transmission, that enables exact range adjustment and synchronization for any bow/arrow combination. Its laser etched dial makes on-the-fly adjustments quickly and accurately—without having to rely on a clumsy strip of tape. Together, the AccuPin and AccuDial form a refined system that stands as a benchmark for sight and mount integration.

The Trijicon AccuPin™ and it’s combination of fiber optic and tritium illumination are Pope & Young Legal.
Broad Band Anti-Reflective Coated Lenses
Multi-coated lenses provide superior clarity and light gathering capabilities with zero distortion.

Trijicon Tritium Phosphor Lamp
Aiming reticle glows in low-light conditions for quick target acquisition. Lamp is guaranteed to illuminate for 15 years.

Totally Battery-Free
Trijicon ACOG® delivers increased hit potential in all lighting conditions—without the use of failure-prone batteries.

Waterproof to 500 Feet / 150 Meters
Dry nitrogen filled to eliminate fogging.

Limited Lifetime Warranty

Made in the USA

Trijicon Fiber Optics
Automatically adjust the brightness level and contrast of the Trijicon reticle to available light conditions.

Internally Adjustable
Since only the prism housing moves, the Trijicon ACOG is much more rugged than conventional designs.

Select from Nine Different Models:

- 1.5x16
- 2x20
- 3x24
- 3.5x35
- 4x32
- 5.5x50
- 6x48
- 1.5x24
- 3x30

Model TA31
4x32 BAC

Product covered by Foreign Patents including AT, FR, GB, CH 0,315,379, CA 1,305,341, JP 2,632,976, and ZA 888,185.
Trijicon ACOG® Series

You never know where duty will find you. But you can arm yourself with the best scope around. The Trijicon ACOG is rugged, reliable and ready to respond to any situation.

- Powered by a tritium-phosphor lamp, the Trijicon ACOG’s reticle glows in low-light conditions, while advanced fiber optics automatically adjust the brightness level and contrast of the reticle in brighter light conditions.

- The scope's ranging is built into many of its reticles, so you only need to set zero once for a multitude of ranging distances.

- The Trijicon ACOG also offers large Eye Volume™, giving you greater leeway – fore and aft, and from side to side – with which to see through the lens.

- The Trijicon ACOG is crafted with a tough, military-grade aluminum-alloy housing and is waterproof to depths of 500 feet—making it nearly indestructible.

- The Trijicon ACOG is the official Rifle Combat Optic of the U.S. Marine Corps and the U.S. Army. In addition, the Trijicon ACOG 4x32 is fielded by the Special Operations Forces.
Military-Grade Aluminum-Alloy Housing
Investment Cast aircraft aluminum-alloy housing provides for a nearly indestructible sighting system.

Trijicon Fiber Optics
Automatically adjusts the brightness level and contrast of the reticles to available light conditions.

Adjustable Elevation

Adjustable Windage

Trijicon Tritium Phosphor Lamp
Aiming reticle glows in low-light conditions for quick target acquisition. Lamp is guaranteed to illuminate up to 15 years.

Trijicon Reflex Provides a True-Color Multi-Coated Lens
Creates wide-band light transmission.

Model RX30-23
1x42

Select from Two Different Models:
• 1x24
• 1x42

Made in the USA

Limited Lifetime Warranty
The Trijicon Reflex RX30 sight features a 42mm, clear-aperture lens for a generous field-of-view and the largest sight picture possible. It allows you to move the firearm freely and remain on target at multiple shooting angles when surveying an area.

The Trijicon Reflex is available with three reticle options to match your shooting requirements: a 12.9 MOA triangle, a 4.5 MOA dot, and a 6.5 MOA Dot.

Dual-illuminated and parallax-free, the Trijicon Reflex offers increased field-of-view capabilities that provide fast both-eyes-open target acquisition and accurate aiming for the military, law enforcement and hunting enthusiasts.

Batteries? None needed; it’s totally battery-free.

The Trijicon Reflex was selected for the SOPMOD M4 Accessory Kit fielded by all U.S. Special Operations forces.
**Threaded Objective and Eyepiece**
Enables mounting of various adapters, secondary mounts or lens covers, including flip covers.

**Waterproof**
Completely sealed and waterproof to a depth of 100 feet / 30 meters.

**Limited Lifetime Warranty**

**Battery Illumination Switch**

**Trijicon Fiber Optics**
Trijicon’s ultra-reliable fiber optics system adjusts the brightness level and contrast of the reticle to the available ambient light. The chevron-shaped reticle presents a crisp, clear aiming point, even in the brightest light.

**Broad Band Anti-Reflective Coated Lenses**
Allows optimum light transmission and optical clarity.

**Model TX30**
1x30

**30mm Tube**
Allows use of 30mm rings and scope mounts.

**Adjustable Windage and Elevation**
Sealed external windage and elevation adjusters. (Normal adjustment range ±1.25 degrees.)

**On-Call Battery Backup**
Trijicon’s advanced battery system provides a backup light source for a crisp, luminous reticle at all times.

**Model Selection:**
▼ 1x30

**Trijicon’s Tritium-Illuminated Reticle**
Thanks to Trijicon’s tritium powered phosphor lamp, the reticle provides a distinct aiming point, even in total darkness.

**Made in the USA**
Trijicon TriPower®

When you’ve only got one chance at the perfect shot, make sure you’ve got the Trijicon TriPower. The world’s first triple-illuminated sight, it will perform in broad daylight, at night, and everything in between.

- The Trijicon TriPower is a fail-safe sighting system that delivers a clear aiming point at all times—making it ideal for fast-moving, close-in shots.

- During daylight hours, a fiber-optic system adjusts the brightness level and contrast of the reticle. In low-light conditions and even total darkness, a tritium-phosphor lamp illuminates the aiming reticle. An on-call battery system provides a backup light source for reinforced confidence no matter what the situation.

- The Trijicon TriPower goes beyond power-source redundancy to ensure reliable performance in the field. Its military-grade forged aluminum-alloy one-piece housing provides for a nearly indestructible sighting system.

- Designed for mounting on long guns or side arms, the Trijicon TriPower features a red, chevron-shaped reticle that’s parallax-free for fast target acquisition.
White Rings
All Trijicon Bright & Tough™ Night Sights feature a white ring around the glowing dots for unequaled daylight visibility.

Limited Lifetime Warranty

Assembled in the USA

Orange tritium lamps are guaranteed for 5 years. Non-warranty lamps can be replaced by Trijicon for a nominal fee. **Does not contain tritium.
Trijicon® Night Sights

Featuring glowing, self-illuminated lamps for a distinctive shooting picture, Trijicon® Night Sights are the reliable choice for all light conditions, providing superior illumination and impressive accuracy.

▼ Trijicon Bright & Tough™ Night Sights are three-dot iron sights that increase night-fire shooting precision by as much as five times over conventional sights. With three tritium-filled phosphor lamps to provide battery-free illumination day or night and a patented shock-resistant housing system, it’s no wonder they are the first choice of so many major handgun manufacturers.

▼ The HD™ Night Sights were specifically created to address the needs of tactical shooters. Their tall front blade with photoluminescent ringed aiming point and specially shaped black-outlined rear sights, combine to increase visibility and quicken sight acquisition. Additionally, the front surface is steeply hooked to assist in emergency one-handed slide operation. The new HD Night Sights are designed to shine—even in the most demanding conditions.

▼ The Trijicon TrijiDot™ is a bead sight designed for the unique demands of the shotgun. Utilizing Trijicon’s fiber optic technology and sapphire cap it collects ambient light to provide a brilliant aiming point in any lighting conditions. Constructed of anodized 6061-T6 aluminum, it’s built to withstand shotgun recoil and white-hot barrel temperatures.
Long Lasting Battery Life
Battery lasts up to 4 years at brightness setting 4 on Adjustable LED Version. LED Version battery designed to last up to 2 years during normal usage.

True-Color Multi-Coated Lens
Creates a wide-band light transmission for minimal change in target area color.

Adjustable Windage
Easily adjustable without special tools. 1 MOA per click.

7075-T6 Military-Grade Aluminum-Alloy Housing
For extreme durability.

Bright LED Illumination
Auto-adjusts for brightness in any light situation.

Adjustable Elevation
Easily adjustable without special tools. 1 MOA per click.

Adjustment Button
Allows for manual brightness control.

Trijicon Fiber Optics
Automatically adjusts the brightness level and contrast of the reticle to available light conditions.

Waterproof
Completely waterproof to a depth of 66 feet / 20 meters.

Trijicon Tritium Phosphor Lamp
Aiming reticle glows in low-light conditions for quick target acquisition. Lamp is guaranteed to illuminate up to 15 years.

Limited Lifetime Warranty
For LED/Adjustable – Two year warranty on electrical components from date of purchase.

Limited Lifetime Warranty
For LED/Adjustable – Two year warranty on electrical components from date of purchase.

Made in the USA

Model RM06
Adjustable LED Version

Model RM05
Dual-Illuminated Version
Trijicon RMR™ (Ruggedized Miniature Reflex) Series

When precision is the only option, your best option is the Trijicon RMR. Built to provide optimum red-dot visibility with a minimal profile, you can acquire and hit your target quickly and more accurately.

- The Trijicon RMR is designed with a rugged aluminum housing and a unique shape that distributes shock away from the lens, making it more than tough enough for any military and law enforcement applications.

- On its own, the compact Trijicon RMR is perfect for close quarters situations. However, it also can be teamed up with the Trijicon ACOG® or Trijicon AccuPoint® to create a combination that offers the ultimate in fast / short-range target acquisition and precision aiming at extended distances.

- Accuracy is further enhanced with adjustments for windage and elevation. And clarity is assured with the sight’s ultra-clear, hard coated lens.

- The RMR is available in three models. The first model utilizes an innovative high efficiency LED and adjusts the aiming point brightness automatically. The second model also features a high efficiency LED and has automatic and manual brightness controls. The third option is the dual-illuminated battery-free model featuring Trijicon fiber optics and tritium.
Compact and Universal
High-resolution, permanently aligned night vision sight for use in front of mounted ACOG®.

Multi-Use Design
Optimized for close combat assault rifles including the M4, M16, SCAR-L, HK416 and AK47.

Shock Mitigation System™ (SMS)
Integrated to offer additional protection to the I² tube when used with high recoil weapons platforms.

Low 1.5 in. Optical Centerline
Does not alter day sight centerline (sighting system is free from parallax errors)

Fast f/0.9 Catadioptric Lens
Provides a brighter and sharper image in starlight.

Power Supply
Features a field-replaceable modular power pack system.

Large 33mm Output
Fully fills most day scope objectives, producing a brighter output image and maintaining the full exit pupil diameter at the eye.

Easy Installation
Installs and removes without affecting boresight, eliminating the need for sight zero adjustment.

Select from Three Different Models:
- TANS-US
- TANS-NATO
- TANS-EX

For direct sales to governments and municipalities only.

Made in the USA
Trijicon® TANS (Tactical Advanced NightVision System)

Now darkness is an advantage, not a hindrance. When you have the Trijicon TANS mounted to your weapon, they can run—but they can’t hide. The Trijicon TANS optimizes target acquisition in low-light conditions.

- The Trijicon TANS gives military users and law enforcement officers a night vision unit that is compact, rugged and easy to use. It’s also highly effective.

- The Trijicon TANS mounts in front of a Trijicon ACOG®, maintaining boresight—allowing rapid aiming from a normal shooting position. It houses a fast catadioptric lens that collects the maximum amount of starlight for a brighter, sharper image.

- The Trijicon TANS is manufactured with a combat-strong aluminum housing.

- Designed for use with an ACOG and made with a low, 1.5-inch optical centerline that’s free from parallax errors, the Trijicon TANS optimizes target acquisition in close quarter battles during low-light conditions.

Export of this product is regulated by the U.S. Department of State in accordance with the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), per Title 22 Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 121–128. For additional information, please contact the Trijicon Export Compliance Team at 1-248-960-7700 or exportcompliance@trijicon.com.
Trijicon RMR™ (Ruggedized Miniature Reflex) Mount
Housing accommodates optional secondary sight.

Military-Grade Magnesium Housing
Offers low weight and high strength.

Long-Wave Thermal Imaging Sensor
640 x 480 resolution microbolometer (uncooled).

Infrared (IR) Laser Pointer
Class 1 and class 3B laser. (Model ATWS22 ONLY)

Manual Focus
Adjusts from 1 meter to infinity. 270° rotation.

Dual Fields-Of-View (FOV)/Magnification
7° FOV/1x magnification (for clip-on use with Trijicon ACOG®) or 14° FOV/0.5x magnification (for stand-alone use or increased situational awareness).

Trijicon ACOG®
Maintains the Trijicon ACOG's FOV and magnification—without altering the effectiveness of its bullet-drop compensator, battlesight zero, point-of-aim and point-of-impact.

White-Hot / Black-Hot Polarity Toggle
Sight powers up in white-hot (default) mode, toggles between contrast modes to allow for changing conditions or operator preference.

Manual NUC (Non-Uniformity Correction) Adjustment
Allows NUC when temperatures change or environmental conditions affect image quality.

Manual NUC (Non-Uniformity Correction) Adjustment
Allows NUC when temperatures change or environmental conditions affect image quality.

For direct sales to governments and municipalities only.
Export of this product is regulated by the U.S. Department of State in accordance with the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), per Title 22 Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 121–128. For additional information, please contact the Trijicon Export Compliance Team at 1-248-960-7700 or exportcompliance@trijicon.com.
Trijicon ATWS™ (Advanced Thermal Weapon Sight)

Designed for military and law enforcement applications, the new Trijicon ATWS is a dual-use (hand held / stand alone – weapons clip-on) that delivers crisp imaging through total darkness, fog, smoke, or dust.

- The new Trijicon ATWS is a long-wave thermal imaging sensor that mounts in front of magnified optics like the Trijicon ACOG®.

- With a 7° FOV (Field-Of-View) and 1x magnification, the new Trijicon ATWS perfectly matches the FOV and magnification of the Trijicon ACOG 4x32.

- This allows shooters to maintain the FOV and 4x magnification of the target viewed through the Trijicon ACOG—without altering the effectiveness of the bullet-drop compensator, battlesight zero, point-of-aim and point-of-impact.

- The Trijicon ATWS also offers a 14° FOV with 0.5x magnification for a Trijicon ATWS/ACOG system magnification of 2x, allowing for greater situational awareness. When a target is identified, the shooter can switch to a 7° FOV and engage.

- The Trijicon ATWS is encased in a rugged, military-grade magnesium housing and powered by four CR123 lithium batteries in a modular cartridge that can be readily replaced with one hand, without the need for tools, and is mission capable for approximately five hours.

Model ATWS22
Trijicon ACOG
Maintains the ACOG’s FOV and magnification – without altering the effectiveness of its Bullet Drop Compensator (BDC), battlesight zero, point of aim, and point of impact.

Military-Grade Magnesium Housing
Offers low weight and high strength.

Multi-use Design
Offers mission flexibility for use as a clip-on thermal weapon sight and as a rugged hand-help imager for a variety of scouting, surveillance, and covert operations.

Longwave Thermal Imaging Sensor
Provides crisp imagery through total darkness, fog, smoke, dust, and many other obscurants.

Manual Focus
Rotate objective, adjusts 2 meters to infinity.

RMR (Ruggedized Miniature Reflex Mount)
Housing accommodates optional secondary sight.

Integral Laser System
Infrared laser pointer, class 1 and class 3B.

Control Panel
Allows full support of weapon, while providing easy access to ACTS controls.

Model ACTS30

Made in the USA

Export of this product is regulated by the U.S. Department of State in accordance with the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), per Title 22 Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 121–128. For additional information, please contact the Trijicon Export Compliance Team at 1-248-960-7700 or exportcompliance@trijicon.com.
Trijicon ACTS™ (Advanced Combat Thermal Sight)
Hand held or gunsight mounted, the Trijicon ACTS provides white-hot, high-definition images in the dark or through battlefield obscurants.

- The Trijicon ACTS is one rugged longwave thermal imaging sensor that ably serves two missions. Clip it onto small arms or the Trijicon Advanced Combat Optical Gunsight (ACOG®) for use as a thermal weapon sight. Alternately, use the small and lightweight ACTS as hand-held imager for surveillance and scouting.

- ACTS delivers crisp white-hot and black-hot imagery through total darkness, smoke, fog and other obscurants.

- Single buttons adjust basic images, and the sight is powered for up to nine hours with three CR123 lithium batteries in an easily replaceable cartridge.

- When mounted on the battlefield-proven ACOG, the ACTS delivers high-definition, uncooled thermal sighting with up to 4X magnification, while preserving reticle calibration, boresight and field of view.
Trijicon® Accessories

As rugged and reliable as the optics themselves, Trijicon designs and manufactures mounts and accessories to the same high degree of precision, quality and reliability as Trijicon riflescopes and sights.

- A full line of mounts and related hardware bring Trijicon performance to owners of every leading brand of firearm – including Bennelli, Beretta, Browning, Colt, Glock, H&K, Mossberg, Remington, Savage, SIG, Winchester and more.

- Accessories from Trijicon serve to enhance performance or protect the optics when they are not in use. To meet a wide variety of needs, the line includes a full range of items such as polarizing filters, lens dust covers, anti-reflection devices, flipcaps, rubber eyepieces and more – including carrying cases and protective pouches.

- Visit www.trijicon.com for a complete listing of accessories.